2000 nissan sentra se r

The Nissan Sentra is a car produced by Nissan since Originally subcompact in classification,
for model year it was reclassified as a compact car. Until , Sentra was a rebadged export version
of the Japanese Nissan Sunny , but since the model year, Sentra is a rebadged export version of
the Nissan Sylphy B The Sentra nameplate is not used in Japan. Many other countries in South
America sell their versions of the Sunny as the Sentra. In Mexico, the first three generations of
the Sentra were known as the Nissan Tsuru Japanese for crane , and the B13 model was sold
under that name until , alongside the updated models badged as Sentra. In North America, the
Sentra currently serves as Nissan's compact car, despite being rated as a mid-size car by the
EPA due to its interior volume since the model year. While previous Sentras were subcompacts,
the Sentra has grown over the years, with the Nissan Versa having replaced the Sentra in the
entry-level area. The Sentra name was created for Nissan by Ira Bachrach of NameLab , and
Bachrach describes the origin as "Nissan wanted consumers to understand that it was quite
safe even though it was small. The word Sentra sounds like central as well as sentry, which
evokes images of safety. The first generation of the Nissan Sentra was introduced in the United
States in May as a direct replacement for the Datsun While previous Sunny models had used a
front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout , the B11 Sentra was the first to use a front-engine,
front-wheel-drive layout. This featured semi-hemispherical combustion chambers , high-swirl
intake ports and a semi-dual exhaust manifold to provide strong torque at low and medium rpm
ranges. Transmission options were a four-speed manual, 5-speed manual or a three-speed
automatic with lock-up torque converter. Drag coefficient was 0. At the time of its release, the
Environmental Protection Agency EPA gave the Sentra MPG the highest gasoline mileage
among gasoline powered cars sold at that time, 43 miles per gallon in city and 58 miles per
gallon in highway, a combined 48 miles per gallon. The Sentra MPG was a special configuration
that featured a three-way exhaust catalyst and an electronically controlled fuel metering unit to
monitor the air-fuel mixture automatically and make adjustments to boost fuel mileage.
Standard equipment on all models were four-wheel independent suspension, front disc brakes
and rear drums, rack and pinion steering , maintenance free battery, rear ashtray and bucket
seats. Deluxe models added halogen headlamps, remote-locking gas filler door, carpeted trunk
and rear wiper-washer on the wagon. Deluxe and XE offered tinted glass, trip odometer, vanity
mirror, dual remote mirrors and door trim. The Sentra quickly became a success, partly due to
the appeal of low fuel consumption. In its first year of sales, it was already the best-selling
import in the U. The model-year introduced a 1. Also, the 1. Later that year the Sentra also
received an electronically controlled carburetor. A sporty SE option was introduced. The SE
was only available in the two-door hatchback model and included alloy wheels, black lower
body paint and black out grille. Consumer Reports magazine ranked the B11 reliability as
"better than average" in Regarding the safety of the B11 model, it was ranked the seventh safest
car in a ranking made by the Center for Auto Safety in , which examined the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA testing, consisting of frontal crashes at 35 miles per hour.
It was built there until when it was replaced by the next generation; in total , of the first Tsuru
were built in Mexico. The B12 chassis was first produced and marketed in in most parts of the
world; however, it was not offered to the United States until In many parts of the world the
E-series soldiered on in the B12 chassis with some getting the multi-point fuel injection E16E
engine. Diesel engines were also offered in some models, but were rare and only available in
North American models and in certain other parts of the world. The B12 carried over a radically
modified 4-wheel independent suspension from the B11, with 4-wheel disc brakes an option in
some parts of the world. This was the start of the model classes which were standard through
the model year not all classes were available every year having the E as the base-level economy
car, the XE as the next-up model, the GXE as the top level for the 4-door sedan, and the sporty
SE coupe. The SE also had dual mirrors , air conditioning, tachometer, and power door locks
and windows in some markets and possibly electronic fuel injection. The B12 chassis would be
the last chassis to offer a station wagon model, which was marketed as the "California" in some
Asian markets. Even more rare are the four-wheel drive versions of the station wagon, offered
as an option in , and model years. These models featured an electrically activated single-range
transfer case to drive the independently suspended rear wheels, making the car a selectable
four-wheel-drive not all-wheel-drive vehicle. The Nissan logo on the front grille was relocated
from the right hand side to the center. In , electrically retracted front shoulder belts were added,
as well as 3-point harnesses for the rear passengers, excluding the center rear passenger. The
Sport Coupe was a sportier style of the Sentra. It shared none of the body components with the
standard model. It was only available with the E16i or GA16i. All Sport Coupes had dual sway
bars, dual remote-adjust mirrors, and a tachometer instrument cluster. The SE model added
features like air conditioning and rear speakers. All B12 Sentras used the same wiring harness,
regardless of options installed on any particular vehicle. B12s are known for reliability and

excellent fuel economy, and are considered by enthusiasts to be good low budget project cars
due to interchangeability of parts between generations and with other Nissan models. In
Canada, the B12 four-door sedan remained available through the model year. They were
produced and marketed locally between and It was one of the most reliable cars in its time in
Mexico, being a great sales success. In Chile the Mexican-made car received "Sentra" badging
and was available from October until In the Philippines, it was initially offered in three trims
namely the 1. In mid , the Sentra model line was freshened up and the engines were upgraded to
1. The 1. The second-generation B12 also had a diesel variant which had the 1. The second
wagon version known as Nissan California 1. Four-door models came with front motorized
shoulder seat belts. For the model year August â€” July production , a passenger's side vanity
mirror and black body-side moldings became standard on the Sentra 2-door. The Value Option
Package air conditioning, cruise control, and a stereo system was extended to SE models. The
optional three-speed automatic in the E coupe was dropped and gained an optional 4-speed
automatic, shared with other models. From August production, the B13 received a facelift for
the model year. All Sentras received interior updates, new front and rear fascias. A driver's
airbag was also made standard on the GXE and optional on the rest of the range for An XE
Limited model was added for both the coupe and sedan. For models August production , a
CFC-free refrigerant became standard on models equipped with air conditioning. XE models got
more standard equipment that included air conditioning, cruise control and a stereo cassette
player. The XE Limited was dropped for In May , a It came with 4-wheel disc brakes and had a
MacPherson strut independent suspension. Further improving the handling was a viscous
limited-slip differential, which was standard equipment on the SE-R. The Super Saloon had all
power features. These models are not equipped with emissions equipment â€” catalytic
converters and sensors as well as EGR. B13s were sold new from to The JX comes with the
GA14 carburated engine. The Tsuru was the most popular car in Mexico from until when it was
surpassed by the Mexican-made Volkswagen Jetta. Vehicles sold in the Middle East region are
not equipped with catalytic converters to make the car cheaper to build. More recent models
have received a Renault -built hydraulic clutch and an optional catalytic converter. Its affordable
price, relatively good fuel economy, easy servicing and ease of finding spare parts for it made it
popular among local taxi drivers and low income families in Mexico, South America, Central
America, and the Caribbean. Due to stricter automobile safety regulations in Mexico from ,
production of the Tsuru was discontinued in May since the Tsuru lacked both anti-lock brakes
and airbags. Introduced on January 5, , [30] the Sentra changed from an independent rear
suspension to a torsion beam setup. Some variants were not equipped with a rear swaybar or
rear disc brakes. Many of these vehicles equipped with the 1. This generation is also the first
generation in Mexico wearing the Sentra name. It is also the first Sentra generation exclusively
sold in sedan form, as the coupe was dropped in favour of the Nissan SX reintroduction. Base
and XE come with inch steel wheels with hubcaps, GXE prior to also included inch wheels. The
only difference between trims is the GXE and up come with rear seat trunk access, rear
headrests, a grip-assist handle on the passenger side, additional fabric on doors and seats as
opposed to vinyl, power windows, locks, mirrors, etc. The sedan got all the performance parts
minus the limited-slip differential in with the Sentra SE. The SE sedan came with the same 2.
This generation saw the end of assembly in Smyrna, Tennessee. Nissan Philippines then
repackaged the Sentra to a more luxurious line up in order to compete with the Toyota Corolla
Altis. The Sentra finally crossed over into the "compact" class when the redesigned model
launched in February as a model. When new, this redesign was considered a substantial
upgrade, compared to the "cheap" economy car it replaced. Previously, the compact class had
been occupied by the Altima , which moved to the mid-size class in , and its wheelbase
remained unchanged from the previous generation. Production shifted from Smyrna, Tennessee
to Aguascalientes , Mexico, and the Smyrna production line was retooled to build the Nissan
Xterra. The new model featured a new interior with higher quality plastics and more comfortable
seats. The exterior was also substantially updated and now featured body-side moldings and
clear headlights. The CA trim boasts a double walled exhaust, three catalytic converters, quick
catalyst warm up, and a radiator that has a special coating which actually changes ground level
ozone smog into oxygen. In for the model year, a new SE-R was introduced powered by the 2.
The 5-speed manual was dropped in models, which consequently made the only available
transmission a 4-speed automatic. A more aggressive front fascia was added thanks to a Nissan
Skyline inspired front bumper for models. Black housing headlights, fog-lights, side skirts, a
rear spoiler, a dual-tip muffler, and 16" aluminum-alloy wheels were also standard. This trim
also featured a sport-tuned suspension, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and beige sport seat
cloth. Its engine also shared with the SE-R was the same 2. The car's handling was aided with
more aggressive tuning of the car's suspension in comparison to lower trim models and the

addition of low-profile inch wheels. A front strut tower brace , firmer springs, revised shock
damping, firmer front polyurethane bushings, dual-tip muffler, and front stabilizer bars were all
standard. A four-wheel anti-lock braking system which was packaged with front-seat
side-impact air bags was also optional equipment on all models. Specific to the model years;
potential buyers could also purchase a 4 piston Brembo brake caliper upgrade. This model also
came with a standard race-inspired sporty interior, such as Nissan Skyline inspired seats and a
thick leather-wrapped steering wheel. Other equipment include sportier-looking headlights with
black surrounding the silver reflectors, standard fog-lights, lower-body sill extensions and a
rear spoiler. These versions did not sport any exterior resemblance to the SE-R trims; they
clone the exterior and interior of the lower trims GXE, 1. The only available transmission was a
4-speed automatic. These models offered the appearance of a standard Sentra coupled with the
power of an SE-R. In , the model year saw a minor facelift for all Sentras. SE-R's came only in
automatic transmission from to and are capable of a quarter-mile time of The Special Edition of
the Sentra 1. Exterior features included a rear spoiler, fog lights, SE-R-style front grille, and inch
alloy wheels borrowed from the SE-R model. Interior features included watt six-disc Rockford
Fosgate nine-speaker sound system, and a charcoal cloth interior and leather-wrapped wheel
borrowed from the SE-R model. The only available engine was the QG18DE paired with either a
four-speed automatic or very limited five-speed manuals. For the â€” model years, no
significant cosmetic changes were added to differentiate the SE-R model, although it still
retained its side-skirt extensions, rear spoiler, black housing headlights and newly designed
wheels. The model year also featured a new style of tail-light which is reminiscent of the Skyline
GT-R's quadruple taillights. The interior was also redesigned accordingly. Starting in , the
"SE-R" badged "goose-neck" shifter handle from the previous models was replaced by an all
black, leather stitched ball-top shifter. The original two-tone interior cloth found in Spec V
models, which was originally red and black for , later changed to gray and black for â€”, was
changed to all-black mesh for the final two years of production. A brake package featuring
Brembo four-piston calipers up front, 12" vented front discs and ABS was unavailable with this
package. Nismo offered a S-Tune and R-Tune upgrade starting in , which could be dealer
installed or modified by the owner. The S-Tune package came with a Nismo stainless cat-back
exhaust, Nismo springs and shocks, Nismo brake pads, Nismo 23mm front anti-roll bar, and
lighter Nismo 17" wheels. The R-Tune package included all of the former, along with a Nismo
header, Nismo cold-air intake, rear Nismo 25mm anti-roll bar, Nismo cams, Nismo lower tie bar ,
and a Nismo hard bushing kit. The Sentra's standard engine is a 2. Fuel economy for with the 2.
Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn has indicated that he will not attempt to match Toyota and Honda in
terms of hybrid models offered for retail sale. For , the Sentra received a mid-cycle refresh. It
revisions included a new, Altima-inspired grille, a revised lower fascia and slightly different
headlights. In back, new taillights though almost identical to previous years and additional
chrome trim pieces on the trunk and side moldings highlight the major changes. New trimlines
are offered to balance out the prices. Inside is a new red back-lighting color for the speedometer
and knobs, and a new CD player with an optional navigation system. Fog lamps are no longer
standard on the 2. The Brazilian export variant features a flexible fuel engine and retractable
side mirrors were adopted from the Nissan Versa. The B16 generation was introduced in
Argentina in The name is also applied to differentiate itself to the Nissan Sylphy -based Sentra
which was locally assembled in the country. All Sentra s were imported from Mexico. Both are
powered by a redesigned 2. Each model also comes standard with a sport grille, lower body
side sill extensions, rear spoiler, fog lights, chrome exhaust-tip finisher, smoked headlight
surround and smoked taillights. Unique interior features include black sport seat cloth with red
stitching and SE-R embroidered logos, sport metallic-tone accents, aluminium pedal pads, and
twin pod meters with oil pressure and G-sensor displays. Also, the Sentra SER was the only
Sentra in the lineup to not change its front bumper design in A sunroof package was optional,
featuring power sliding glass sunroof with tilt feature, and dual illuminated visor vanity mirrors.
An Audio package, featuring a watt Rockford Fosgate 6-CD audio system, with eight speakers
two subwoofers, four mid-range woofers, and two tweeters was also available. Suspension
upgrades included a front-stabilizer bar It featured Compression is bumped up to Front disc
brakes are also increased to Exclusive suspension upgrades include a sport-tuned suspension
with lowered height, sport-tuned shocks and struts, reinforced upper cowl, trunk-mounted
V-brace, and a larger front stabilizer bar 25mm. Unique interior features included red front seat
belts, leather-wrapped steering wheel with red stitching, and a leather wrapped shift knob. The
sixth generation Sentra also has a better equipped variant known as the SL. These models are
generally equipped with an automatic transmission, leather interior, and navigation system. It is
a Sentra 2. It features the same MR20DE engine, but capable of running on hydrated ethanol E
or a blend of gasoline with 20 to 25 percent of anhydrous ethanol mandatory blend since [54] or

a mix of both in any proportion. The engine received a new electronic control unit ECU supplied
by Bosch and ethanol corrosive-action-resistant internal components. Among these new parts
are the intake and exhaust valves and seals made with new materials, the first piston ring made
with anodized steel, more resistant connecting rods , fuel injectors suitable for use in ethanol
and double-layer exhaust gas oxygen to increase the moisture resistance of the fuel.
Compression ratio of 9. At the time it was launched, there was some controversy regarding the
possibility of vehicles equipped with CVT transmission be converted to flex fuel, since this was
the statement that was made by Honda Motor of Brazil in the launch of the second generation
Honda Fit in Brazil. During the upgrade of the Honda Fit, the CVT system was replaced by a
conventional automatic transmission and according to the manufacturer it was not possible to
attach the CVT transmission infinite relations to a flex fuel engine. Honda's decision to change
the type of transmission reduced manufacturing costs and Brazilian auto press inquired the
truth of that statement following the release of the CVT-equipped Sentra FFV. The Nissan Sentra
was revealed at the Beijing Auto Show as the Nissan Sylphy , as both the Sylphy and Sentra
model development were merged into a single global model for efficiency. It also features an
intelligent key with push start button and a dual-zone climate control in certain markets. This
model was envisioned to debut in over countries around the world by Nissan unveiled the
seventh generation Sentra in North America in August for the model year. It is the third region
to get the B17 Sylphy model after China and Thailand. The new Sentra is completely redesigned
inside and out, with styling upscaled to look more similar to Nissan's other sedans, the Altima
and Maxima including LED taillights, LED accents in the headlights, and a new navigation and
electronics system. It is longer than the previous generation Sentra by 2. It is also offered with a
1. All trims will be equipped with a reworked CVT except the base S model, which has an
optional six-speed manual transmission. The SR is the sporting model, come with rear spoiler,
17" alloy wheels and silver trim. Satellite navigation, intelligent key with start button, and
dual-zone climate control are available in high spec models. Air conditioning is an option in
both S and SV models. For the model year, the Sentra received a facelift including new front and
rear bumpers, lights, hood, trunk and wheels to closer resemble the Maxima and Altima. Key
features of the Sentra exterior include a new front fascia, grille, fenders, hood and signature
boomerang-shaped headlights. There are also two new inch wheel designs for SR and SL
grades, as well as a new SV inch aluminum-alloy wheel design. New for is one exterior color,
Blue Pearl. There is a new steering wheel, available six-way power driver's seat with power
lumbar standard on Sentra SL and optional on Sentra SR , a new center cluster design, a new
console and shifter knob, and improved seat fabrics. They were the first turbocharged Sentras
ever offered by Nissan in the North American market. The "Bluebird" nameplate was dropped
from "Bluebird Sylphy". In Thailand, the second country to get the Sylphy, the car uses same
engines as Chinese market version but the power is reduced 1. The sales target was 20, units
per year. Cruise control and NissanConnect were added to the trim options. The Sylphy,
replacing the N16 Sentra, comes in white, black, gray, silver, and bronze. Changes include a
new grille, front and rear accented lights and the use of glass black plastic for interior trim. On
29 April , the Sylphy has made its debut in Malaysia. In August , 'Impul' accessories became
available and consisted of a bodykit, lowered suspension, wheels and tyres. All models feature
six airbags, alloy wheels, Bluetooth and cruise control; the ST-L gets added leather gear shift
and steering wheel, fog lamps, and a rear spoiler while the Ti adds Xenon headlamps, leather
seats, dual-zone climate control, satellite navigation, and rear view camera. Sales started in
February A five-door Pulsar hatchback was added later in , but this is based on the Nissan Tiida
C In Brazil, the B17 is called the Nissan Sentra and comes with the 2. The model exported and
sold in Brazil is built in Aguascalientes, Mexico. Nissan Sentra debuted in Russian market in
Sentra for Russian market is locally built in Izhevsk. In the Taiwanese market, the B17 Nissan
Sentra has not been facelifted apart from receiving a sportier variant called the Sentra Aero in
The B17 Sentra was finally updated with the V motion front fascia in November for the model
year, but the facelift was a version exclusive to the Taiwanese market conducted by Yulon
Motors , the manufacturer of Nissan products in Taiwan. The facelift preserves the pre-facelift
front fenders and hood with only the headlights and front bumper redesigned to save cost. The
rest of the vehicle is inline with the international facelift versions, including new alloys, new
taillights and new rear bumpers. The 2. An independent rear suspension replaces the torsion
beam rear suspension found in the past three generation Sentra's Asian market remains torsion
beam suspension. It is powered by a naturally aspirated, 2. No manual transmission option is
offered. All models are powered by a naturally-aspirated Nissan MR engine 2. All Sentra models
include a charcoal black interior color scheme. The S trim includes standard equipment such as
air conditioning, a seven-inch, touchscreen infotainment system with full Bluetooth capabilities,
sixteen-inch 16" tires and steel wheels with plastic wheel covers, cloth seating surfaces, a

four-speaker audio system, power windows and door locks, keyless entry, a push-button
ignition system, and the Nissan Safety Shield suite of driver assistance technologies. The SV
trim adds to the S features such as sixteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, upgraded premium
cloth seating surfaces, SiriusXM Satellite Radio with an included paid trial subscription, a
six-speaker audio system, the NissanConnect eight-inch touchscreen infotainment system with
NissanConnect Services, the Nissan Intelligent Key smart access system with a push-button
ignition, a remote vehicle starter system, and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone
integration. The SV Premium Package adds tan quilted leather-trimmed seating surfaces with
dual heated front bucket seats, larger seventeen-inch 17" tires and aluminum-alloy wheels, and
a power moonroof. The SR trim adds to the SV features such as eighteen-inch 18" tires
aluminum-alloy wheels and combination cloth and Prima-Tex leatherette -trimmed seating
surfaces with orange stitching throughout the interior. The SR Premium Package adds full
Prima-Tex leatherette -trimmed seating surfaces, an eight-speaker Bose premium audio system
with amplifier, and dual heated front bucket seats. Two-tone exterior paint is also available with
select exterior colors on the SR trim. The Mexican model offers the same trim lines as its North
American model, albeit with different naming and an additional trim line known as Exclusive,
which adds to SR CVT automatic transmission, dual zone automatic climate control, adjustable
driver's seat, heated front seats, synthethic leather upholstery, an electrochromic rear view
mirror, remote engine start, adaptive cruise control, and blind spot monitor. In countries such
as New Zealand, vehicles from both the Nissan Sunny and Nissan Pulsar ranges were marketed
as a single model range with the exception of the Pulsar, which included an EXA model identical
to the North American Pulsar , the "Nissan Sentra", which differed apart from the station wagon
from the models sold under the same name in the United States. The Sentra name was adopted
in several other countries, such as New Zealand, where it was used for the Nissan Pulsar range
from although the station wagon version was actually a rebadged Nissan Sunny California. After
, the Pulsar name was adopted. Unlike the North American version, a hatchback was offered;
engines offered were 1. Some were sold in the Republic of Ireland. In Taiwan , Yulon has built its
licensed version of the Sunny as the Sentra since This N16 model is called Sentra M1. In
Indonesia , the first and second generations Sentra were the Sunny-based B12 and B13 models
respectively. The B13 was nicknamed Sentra Genesis , only sold as sedan from to After
skipping six years, Nissan re-introduced the Sentra in Indonesia in It is powered by a 1.
However, it was sold only in small numbers until The Philippines also used the Sentra name for
its version of the Pulsar. The N16 model was known as the Nissan Sentra Exalta available from
to Nissan Philippines introduced a model with new headlights and tail lights, that was later
renamed back to Sentra. This model was known as the Sunny Neo in Thailand. These N16
Sentras have QG series powerplants and are sold in three variants namely the 1. From
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Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. Monterey, California - Want to build a sport-compact hot rod? Just
add horsepower and a big wing, then put a lot of wattage in the sound system. It's such a
slam-dunk that even the dowdy Nissan Sentra has been transformed into an enthusiast's
machine. The SE-R story begins with an engine. The new 2. The result is lots of torque under
the power curve, so there's none of the wispy, breathless performance that curses
small-displacement engines when they're stretched to their limits. The numbers are hp at rpm
and lb-ft of torque at rpm hp and lb-ft for the standard SE-R. Even better, there's a balance shaft
so the newfound power won't rattle your eyeballs. This is just the right kind of thrust for the
road. You're always in the fat part of the power band, so you can lay into the throttle without
much need for the Spec V's new six-speed transmission sixth gear is a little hard to find
anyway. There's plenty of car to go with the horsepower, too. The pound SE-R Spec V drives
like a big car, drifting steadily through the corners more like a little Maxima than a
sport-compact coupe. Yet there's a terrific amount of coupelike grit to this small sedan. When
you drive it on the racetrack or on an autocross course, as we did, it won't wimp out. The Spec
V's standard Torsen-type limited-slip differential makes the front end feel as if it's really digging
for traction, no matter how much throttle pedal you throw at it. Whip the steering wheel back
and forth, and the power assist keeps up with your enthusiasm a rare thing in this class. The
brakes are effective, and the optional ABS doesn't intervene too soon. That is, it looks good. A
rear wing, sill extensions, and a Skyline-like front fascia make you forget how the standard
Sentra resembles a Chevy Lumina. The interior is handsomely trimmed as well. The supportive
seats are the best in this class. The optional nine-speaker, watt Rockford Fosgate audio system
complete with eight-inch subwoofer includes a six-disc CD changer. The only false note lies in
the red-on-black instruments, which are nearly illegible in bright sunlight. More cars should be
built to this formula. Close Ad. Michael Jordan writers. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
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independent suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes solid axle rear suspension
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Rokblokz mud Flaps Audi Q5 1st gen. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information rokblokz
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject
to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office
can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Springville,
Utah, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by rokblokz. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to
Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Large design provides your Nissan Sentra with excellent protection
from harsh road debris and gravel. Light weight and extremely durable, designed to survive the
harshest environments from the extreme heat to the extreme cold. Won't crack or warp from
temperature extremes. Flexible but with a semi-rigid characteristic that allows them to retain
their shape at speed and effectively block tire spray we're not into flappy mud flaps. Mount
using existing OEM mounting locations. Stainless Steel mounting hardware and detailed
installation instructions included. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy
your next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto.
Mishawaka Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. Must finance through
dealer for advertised price. We do not inspect the safety or function of these vehicles and we
can not guarantee the safety or operating condition of these vehicles. While the vehicle may be
operable; its age, miles, or condition prevent us from being able to offer or cover it under any
kind of dealer warranty or aftermarket vehicle service contract. The title condition on these
vehicles may include but not be limited to: total loss, branded, salvage, or flood damaged titles.
We recommend you purchase them as parts only. Please do not operate the vehicles until such
time you have had them inspected and cleared for safety and operating conditions by a
technician of your choice. Cannot be combined with any other offers. With approved credit. See
dealer for details. Text Alex at for more information!!! Where is the next one? This car is in great
shape too. Clean on the inside and clean on the outside too. Fun car. Quick, sporty, and fun to

drive. It has 4 doors, automatic transmission, power sliding sunroof, power windows and locks,
in dash CD system, premium alloy wheels, remote keyless entry and so much more. Fresh
trade-in to a local new car dealer. Have good credit? We work with several lenders to get you
the best rate. Not to worry. You name it, We accept it!!! Easy weekly payments deducted directly
from your checking or savings and there is no penalty for early payoffs! Sales tax and
registration are included in your down payment. Hurry before it goes! Mauscare is exclusive to
Maus Family Automotive. Exclusions may apply, see dealer for details. Our goal is to never lose
your business over price. All prices displayed do not include additional accessories or fees and
costs of closing including any government, additional packages applied to vehicle, including
but not limited to MausCare, federal, dealer fees, taxes, registration, dealer document, cost of
accessories, emissions testing, or any other fees. All prices, specifications and availability are
subject to change at any time, without notice. Online pricing reflective of conditional consumer
qualifications and stipulation to finance with Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation, not all
applicants will be approved, offers may change at any time and may not reflect accuracy online,
see dealer for most updated offers. Not all offers can be combined. Applicant may qualify for
partial discount displayed by financing with another approved lender through and provided by
the Dealer. Contact dealer for most current information, availability or details. Description: Used
Nissan Sentra 1. We are excited to offer this Nissan Sentra. Start enjoying more time in your
new ride and less time at the gas station with this Nissan Sentra. A Nissan with as few miles as
this one is a rare find. This Sentra S was gently driven and it shows. Look no further, you have
found exactly what you've been looking for. You could keep looking, but why? You've found the
perfect vehicle right here. Call or Click today to reserve a test drive. With America's best New
Car Warranty and 1 in customer loyalty 9 years in a row, let us show you how easy it is to buy
your next car at Bob Howard Hyundai. We are here for you! We are offering test drives to your
door and complete vehicle purchasing online to make your buying experience like no other! All
our vehicles are completely cleaned and sanitized for immediate delivery. Molten Silver Nissan
Sentra 1. Description: Used Nissan Sentra 2. Only k miles! NEW tires! Wow, we have a nice
Sentra for you! I really like the smooth, fuel efficient, reliable, fun, and sporty ride. The interior is
clean with some nice options. The body is in decent condition with a shiny, stylish, and
attractive appearance. This Sentra comes with spoiler, front bucket seats with center console,
NEW tires on factory Alloy wheels, 1. IF you demand low mileage, quality, 31 MPG, reliability,
and a strong running ride, this sharp Sentra may be for you! Recent Arrival! This vehicle was
traded in at Abeloff Nissan. We are offering this vehicle for sale in AS-IS condition, without
warranty or guarantee. Vehicle will be available for a limited time only and does pass
Pennsylvania state inspection. Abeloff Nissan does not want you to purchase this AS-IS vehicle
under the impression there is any warranty on it. As soon as you take delivery of this vehicle, all
repairs will be solely your responsibility. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim 1.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 11, Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. Title issue. Know The Deal. New
Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 11, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I have own this car since I
bought from a dealership at 44, miles. I only had to do Oil Changes until 80, miles when the
catalytic converter went bad. Aside from regular up keep i haven't had to do much till recently.
Now, I am at , and the radiator was cracked after that was fixed I started having issues with the
Idling of the vehicle. Nissan is aware of this issue. Oh yeah. I also had issues with the pedal
sticking. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
vw t4 forum
yamaha rhino 700 battery

2001 toyota corolla manual

d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

